DELIVERING REAL CHANGE THROUGH
UNPARALLELED INSIGHT
INVESTOR PRESENTATION

BUSINESS OVERVIEW
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VIANET SOLUTIONS START WITH A THOROUGH UNDERSTANDING OF THE CUSTOMER BUSINESS CASE
Stage 1 - Connect
•
•
•
•

Stage 2 - Analyse
•
•
•
•

Secure asset connection
Data collection
Immediate data transfer
Initial edge data processing

Single platform for data processing
Real-time analytics
Universe of actionable insights
Dashboard for data rendering

Stage 3 - Optimise
•
•
•
•

Data-driven decisions in real time
Optimised actions
Operational efficiency
Real profitability uplift

Insight Platform

All Potential Data

Significant /
Useful Data

Effective
Actions

Vianet Insight
Capability
Operational Tools

Vianet IoT platform
and data lake

Insight Team

Business Case and Decision Drivers

All Possible Actions
& Outcomes

VIANET’S IOT PLATFORM CAN BE TAILORED TO CREATE SOLUTIONS TO DELIVER THE BUSINESS CASE
Device Management

Connectivity

Cloud Storage/Processing

Insight and
Analytics

Data Collection

Data Rendering

Smart Machines – Machines,
Sensors & Asset Connectivity

Smart Zones – Machines,
Sensors & Asset Connectivity

Analytics

Consolidated
Dashboards

Vianet IoT Platform and
Data Lake
Mobile Software

Mobile and Enterprise Data
Sources

VIANET’S TWO OEPRATING DIVISIONS AT A GLANCE
Over 230,000 live connections
sending data daily

Cloud-based infinitely scalable
data management services

Intelligent Flow Meter

Industry Vertical Focus
•

Leisure/Pub, Hospitality

Proprietary secure firmware
encrypting data

EPoS

• Proprietary intelligent
flow meter integrated
directly into draught
beer lines, capturing
data on every pint

•

Provision of real-time operational data
monitoring flow, cooling, quality

Key KPIs
•

Industry Vertical Focus
•

Connection of data gathering
assets through the cloud-based
IoT platform
IoT Platform

•

Connected devices: c200,000

• Proprietary central IoT
platform

•

Recurring revenue: > 90%

•
Conversion of data into
actionable insights and
operational improvements

•

FY20A operating profit: £4.5m

Analytics and insight from connected
unattended assets

Key KPIs

•

Connection points: c260,000

•

Recurring revenue: > 80%

Headline Financials

Headline Financials
FY20A turnover: £11.0m

Unattended Retail, Cashless Payment

Actionable
outputs:

Predictive Stock
Management

Connected Coffee
Devices

Key Proposition

Pubs & Bars installed: 12,000

•

Real-time data
sources:

• 3rd party EPoS system
provider plugged into
the client’s workflow

Key Proposition

Device agnostic platform
supporting third party
integration

Global business model

Quality Management

Business Intelligence
& Strategic Insight

Pouring and Till Yield
Management

•

FY20A turnover: £5.2m

•

FY20A operating profit: £1.53m

Telemetry &
Contactless Payment
Devices

Workforce
Scheduling
One-stop flexible
cloud IoT
platform
Operating
Insights

Other Connected
Devices with Data
Output Capability

Route
Optimisation

Real-Time
Monitoring

Business Intelligence
& Strategic Insight

Real-time data collection and analytics enabled through “always on”
connectivity of the IoT platform

Recognised leader in delivering real-time actionable information and unparalleled business insight driving profitable transformation for customers in chosen markets
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VIANET STRATEGY IS SUPPORTED BY COMPELLING MARKET FORCES
• Edge computing and asset connectivity are becoming increasingly important across all industries globally as IoT becomes mainstream

Global IoT & Machine to
Machine connectivity

• Global IoT and Analytics revenue in B2B sector forecast to reach $331bn by 2020, with increasing demand for comprehensive analytics platforms
and effective UX
Opportunity for Vianet: Gateway to multiple new verticals through the unique industry-agnostic technology platform and IoT industry expertise

• Returning capital is flowing into the stabilising UK pub industry (e.g. acquisitions of EIG (Jul-19), Greene King (Aug-19)), with new owners
increasingly focusing on operational optimisation and profitability enhancement

Hospitality Industry &
Intelligent Flow
Monitoring

• Consumer preference globally has shifted towards premium standard beverages (e.g. increasing popularity of craft beer in the US and the UK)
putting quality at the forefront for successful bar and pub operators
Opportunity for Vianet: Ability to further capitalise on well-established, leading position in the UK market as well as expand and solidify presence in
the US

• Rapid adoption and scale of contactless payment solutions ($27bn market globally by 2025) underpins the natural industry-wide transition to
intelligent retail vending

Intelligent Vending &
Unattended Assets

• Broader cost savings and sales enhancements available through bringing unattended assets “online” become increasingly important as operators
strive to remain competitive
Opportunity for Vianet: Readily available opportunity to quickly capture a growing industry vertical, unlocked through its recent acquisition of
Vendman and existing customer base receptive to Vianet’s end-to-end proposition

THE OPPORTUNITY

Market leader in B2B IoT analytics, insight and asset connectivity | Leading edge, industry agnostic platform bringing unattended assets online, providing real-time
analytics and insight, unlocking educated business decisions

1

Favourable market tail-winds | B2B IoT and Analytics revenue is forecast to account for c.70% of the global $470bn IoT and Analytics revenue by 2020

2

Strong and sticky client-base | 230k+ readily available assets as of FY19A; Vianet embeds itself into the client’s key operational business processes, resulting in a
sticky value proposition supported by a typical 3 to 5 years contractual lock in

3

6

7

8

4

Proprietary technological proposition | Recently updated single tech stack, scalable across multiple industries, utilising modern edge computing functionality
and leveraging proprietary hardware and software solutions

5

Attractive financial profile | FY20 growth to c.£16m of Revenue and c.£4.6m Normalised EBITDA underpinned by a step-change to an annuity based operating
model in FY19 and FY20
Experienced management team | Highly regarded senior executive suite with 12+ years of experience, supported by strong second tier management team

Highly deliverable near-term opportunities with low execution risk | Opportunity to further accelerate growth through already identified business initiatives that are
constrained by the public markets’ perspective and reporting cycles
Scalability across multiple markets and geographies | Further opportunity to capitalise on the industry-agnostic proposition with a clearly developed strategy of
penetrating new B2B verticals globally

1. Between FY20B and FY22F
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MARKET, PRODUCTS & SERVICES
SMART ZONES
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VIANET’S SMART ZONES DIVISION SUCCESSFULLY NAVIGATED THROUGH A STRUCTURAL MARKET
CHANGE IN RECENT YEARS
Smart Zones market backdrop
•

Smart Zones’ core market reflects Vianet’s deep experience in the
UK hospitality market, accumulated over many years

While the UK market adapts to new landscape, global market focuses on quality and operational control
Customers’ operational challenges

Change of tenure model – movement to “managed”

Business rates (NNDR): £bn

Demand:
•

•

In recent years the pub market in the UK experienced a
transformational shift in demand, driven by regulatory
environment (“beer tie”) and change in consumer behaviour
The shift in consumer perspective has opened up a globally
addressable market of quality management, manifested through
the “craft revolution” and “premiumisation” with the number of
US craft breweries growing at 17% CAGR in the last 10 years

15%

17%

18%

22%

18%

17%
6.3

6.1
63%

65%

65%

Mar-14

Mar-18

Mar-19

6.4

6.8

6.6

6.9

5.8
5.5

Supply:

•

•

•

Following the shift in demand, pub market supply has been
catching up. More recently it is reflected in a number of key
trends:
•

Slowing rates of pub closures (e.g. 110 net closures in 2018 vs
an average of c.440 over the past five years)

•

Fragmentation of the market

•

Returning flow of capital into the industry (PE ownership)

•

Leased sector moving to managed

While the total number of pubs declined in the past years, the
proportion of managed premises (Smart Zones’ core opportunity)
increased from 15% to 18%
Moreover, as managed operators and brands adapt to the
transformed market landscape, tighter cost control becomes
increasingly important to support profitability (e.g. increasing
minimal wages, business rates, operational inefficiencies)

Free

Leased

Managed

US Market
£115m

Restaurant Landscape

£173m

Craft Opportunity

£593m1
$863bn
2019 Restaurant
Revenue2

1.0m+
Restaurant
Locations2

£75m

17%
CAGR
2008-183

1. Lost profit per year; 2. Source: National Restaurant Association; 3. # of US craft breweries, Source: Brewer’s Association

£230m
Over tapping

Pouring loss

Cash lost at till

Quality

7.1

IDRAUGHT DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGY – GLOBAL LEADER IN ITS PRIMARY MARKET OF DRAUGHT BEER
QUALITY AND FLOW MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Flagship intelligent solution
•

As the core pub market came under increasing pressure
throughout the financial crisis, iDraught was developed to support
licensed retailers in achieving maximum returns from draught
products. Today iDraught is successfully deployed across the UK,
Europe and the US

•

iDraught’s improved functionality allows its users to benefit from
the original compliance solution and get access to operational
insight and analytics that drive margins and sales growth

•

iDraught is built using Smart Zones technology, allowing clients to
benefit from its output flexibility and prioritise business specific
KPIs around quality and cost management

•

Quality-specific functionality:
• Temperature monitoring
• Line cleaning optimisation
• Waste minimisation
• Yield management

•

Operational functionality:
• Connection to EPoS Till for yield management
• Real-time reporting
• Stock monitoring

•

Moreover, flexible integration of EPoS data with the iDraught
system offers additional insights into payment monitoring and
transparency driving measurable improvement to clients’ margins

•

iDraught’s detailed trading information can be further used to
guide required staffing levels and to highlight product level
performance, identifying the most profitable range of products to
stock

IFM

EPoS

• Vianet’s proprietary intelligent
flow meter integrated directly
into draught beer line

• 3rd party EPoS system provider
plugged into the Vianet’s
workflow

Data Gathering Asset
IoT platform

• Vianet's proprietary data
gathering asset, aggregating
various data points from
multiple sources

Beer
Volume
Monitoring

Compliance

BMS
iDraught additional functionality

• Vianet's central IoT platform,
providing real-time data
analytics and insight

Temperature
Monitoring

Line Cleaning
Effectiveness

Stock
Monitoring

Pouring Yield
Management

Till Yield
Management

MARKET, PRODUCTS & SERVICES
SMART MACHINES
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VIANET’S SMART MACHINES DIVISION IS CAPITALISING ON GROWING DEMAND FOR INTELLIGENT B2B
ASSETS AND CONTACTLESS PAYMENTS
Smart Machines market backdrop

Rapid adoption of contactless and cashless payments is one of the main drivers of intelligent retail
Total payment volumes in the UK by method (bn)1

Retail Intelligent Vending & Contactless:
•

As demand for connected assets increases across all industries,
retail machines and specifically the intelligent vending market is
forecast to grow at a 13.7% CAGR between 2018 and 2025

•

One of the clear drivers of the market in recent years has been the
adoption of contactless payment solutions. As consumer
preferences shift to cashless payments the need for intelligent
telemetry becomes apparent in order to successfully monetise
unattended assets

•

•

•

42%
£5.7
£4.4

With 250m contactless payment cards in circulation across Europe,
90% of vending machines are not yet supporting contactless
payments. Moreover, they require a physical site visit to download
data, restock and collect cash

2018

£8.4

2028

33%

£4.1
£4.7

45%

£3.8

55%

67%
Debit

Credit

Cash

Direct Debit

Other

Contactless

Debit

Global contactless payments market2

This paves the way to a rapidly addressable market of 5 million
vending machines in Europe alone – with an immediate
addressable market for telemetry and contactless of a minimum of
1 million machines
As the global B2B IoT market matures, the demand for industry
agnostic telemetry and real-time analytics for connected assets
continues to grow. This is reflected in Vianet’s successful
penetration of the premium coffee market and strategic focus on
growing presence in industrial IoT

62%

£11.0

$27.2bn
2025

Broader market:
•

58%

£15.1

£3.2

Lack of asset connectivity means limited real-time insight and
analytics available to operators and brand owners to optimise
performance

38%

£22.3

$8.8bn
2017

20.8% CAGR between
2017 and 2025, driven by:
• Consumer preference
of mobile payments
• Integration
of
contactless cards with
existing cards
• Surge in smartphone
penetration

Cash

Direct Debit

Other

Contactless

Global intelligent vending machines (bn)3
10% 18%

$9.3
19%

$7.0

$9.3bn
2025 19%

17%

$3.8

2018

1. UK Finance Report “UK Payment Markets 2019”; 2. Allied Market Research; 3. Revenue, Source: Melvin Bright (July 2019)

Credit

2022

2025

16%

Industrial
Corporate
Retail
Education
Transportation
Others

Industrial
and
Corporate
segments are expected to drive
growth at a combined CAGR of
15% over the period, accounting
for 37% of the market by 2025

SMART MACHINES OVERVIEW – MARKET LEADER IN THE UNATTENDED RETAIL MARKET, OFFERING
REAL-TIME CONNECTIVITY AND DATA MANAGEMENT THROUGH A CENTRALISED IOT PLATFORM
Division overview

Typical Solution Deployment for Unattended Retail Machines

•

Smart Machines division started with the acquisition of Vianet Ltd
in 2008, providing data services in the unattended retail market
(around vending and coffee machines)

•

The acquisition brought clear synergy with the existing telemetry
and key data management know-how and increased the Group’s
presence in the vending marketplace unlocking pan-European
opportunities

•

At the time of acquisition, new management brought clear focus
to the division, developing a proprietary telemetry device and
improving insight and analytics delivery to pursue the growing and
highly profitable “premium coffee” market

•

The acquisition of Vendman with its strong presence in the snack
& can market further positioned the division for growth, and today
Smart Machines delivers market leading analytics and insight in
premium coffee and snack & can channels from connected
unattended assets, leveraging the group’s proprietary IoT platform
and ERP system

•

Furthermore the roll-out of contactless payment capability across
the vending marketplace and Vianet’s leading contactless
proposition unlocks deeper asset connectivity and real-time
analytics, positioning the division for future growth

46,658
units
FY20B

60%
revenue
growth
FY19A-20B

141%
growth
annuity
units FY20B

47%
EBITDA
margin
FY20B

68%
recurring
revenue
FY20B

Data collected from unattended machines

Insight increases successful
decision making

Rendered to the portal as
actionable data and insight

Data transferred and stored
on a telemetry device

File is encrypted and
sent to Vianet

Raw data mapped and
processed

Data stored in the cloud

SMART MACHINES USE CASE
Key Capabilities
1

Real-time operations control

2

Predictive stock and warehouse management

3

Optimised route planning

4

Preventive asset maintenance

5

Salesforce performance management

6

Payment monitoring and cash control

7

Real-time product by product performance
tracking

8

Improved customer management and user
experience

9

Contactless payment management and ERP
integration

10

Remote machine updates

Data Acquisition

1

Mobile Management
Software

Data Processing and Storage

Data Rendering

2

Vendman ERP Environment
and Data Lake

ERP Software

Neo Insight and
Analytics Portal

Unattended
Machines

Atto and Nano
Connectivity Device

Contactless Sale

3

Payment Reader

Vendman solution

Customer ERP
Environment

Vianet IoT Platform
and Data Lake

Payment Acquisition & Processing

Customer Merchant or MID Account

Contactless Payment solution
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FINANCIALS
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KEY FINANCIALS

Vianet Group plc

March 2020

March 2019

March 2018

March 2017

March 2016

16,282

15,683

14,561

14,400

14,290

Recurring
Revenue %

92.0

94.0

90.0

85.0

85.6

Operating Profit
(£’000)

4,030

3,855

3,621

3,316

3,017

Cash Generation
(£’000) *

3,870

3,990

3,523

2,750

2,695

Cash Generation
(£’000) **

4,232

2,036

2,974

3,930

3,422

Basic EPS (p)

8.56

8.87

6.55

4.14

3.74

Dividend Cover
(PAT)

N/A

1.23

1.16

0.73

0.66

Turnover
(£’000)

* Pre working capital movements & LTIP tax payment
** Post working capital movements
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GROWTH INITIATIVES
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VIANET’S CLEAR GROWTH OPPORTUNITY IS INDUSTRIAL IOT AND SCALE ROLL-OUT
Growth Accelerator

Highly achievable opportunity supported by years of accumulated experience
Leveraging the existing capability and
being device agnostic, Vianet focuses
on industries with the following
characteristics:
Industrial Assets &
Energy

New B2B verticals

•

Large asset base

•

Nil connectivity

•

High labour costs

•

Demanding SLAs

•

Limited asset insight

•

Forward thinking management

Vianet aims to capitalise on the
capability to help unlock asset value
through actionable data and insight

Environmental

•

Global Opportunity
•

•

Smart Meters, Industrial Catering Equipment,
Oil and Gas

•

Petrol forecourt asset monitoring - Jetwash,
payment terminal for contactless - discussions
underway

•

Cooling Units, Domestic Disposal, Water Flow,
Wind

•

Current inorganic opportunity being pursued is
a largely pre-revenue opportunity that has
cross sell capability into Smart Zones

Leveraging low sunk costs in new geographies – as Vianet scales Smart Machines, it has little need to
add extra costs to serve clients as these broadly consist of SIM cost (Vianet already has a global SIM
coverage contract with its current operator) and any MID type cost for contactless

Organic vs. acquisitive opportunity

M&A led with organic support

M&A led with organic support

Organic led with potential M&A support

Further expansion in the US both in Smart Zones and Smart Machines – trial with major coffee
company being worked on for the US

Scaling of platform capability & flexibility developed to support customisation at device level and unparalleled rendering of insight and analytics

